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MEMBER INFO
  

Dear Members, 

Hope you all had a good summer and that we all can look forward to an exciting autumn, filled with interesting 

events and good business. All this in spite of the continued corona pandemic with travel restrictions and other 

constraints.  

We in the Chamber plan to arrange some seminars, hopefully including a matchmaking event with B2B meetings. 

We also continue to advocate issues important for our members, inform about events, new regulations and other 

topics relevant for our region. In this issue we are very glad to announce the first winner of our thesis award – 

please see separate article below. We are also glad to inform about investment opportunities in Ukraine, as well 

as about the Swedish Government deciding to establish a new Center for knowledge about Russa and Eastern 

Europe.  

You will also find a lot more – business news, interviews, macroeconomic facts etc. Don’t hesitate to contact us if 

you have any interesting business news, requests, offers or wishes. And you are very welcome to apply for a 

membership in case you are not already a member!  

Heinz Sjögren, CEO 

 

An interview with the Chief Representative of Raiffeisen Bank  

 

       

 

 

As highlighted before, and also covered in mass media in Sweden, several Nordic banks have ended their business 

relations with customers doing business in Russia. The Nordic banks do not have the capacity to carry out 

satisfactory compliance procedures and have therefore decided to close accounts and completely end the 

relations with these companies. Some Swedish banks are also making it hard to execute standard trade payments 

to and from Russia.   
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Raiffeisen Bank International AG in Vienna has launched a new service including non-resident accounts that 

should be of great interest to Nordic companies doing business in Russia. The CEO of the Chamber - Heinz Sjögren 

- has conducted an interview with the Chief Representative of Nordic Countries Office of Raiffeisen Bank - Lars 

Bergström.  

Heinz: What companies can you help? 

- Companies with a Nordic head office with business in Russia and Sweden. 

Heinz: How can you help them? 

- From our head office in Vienna, we can carry out Swedish local payments and payments to and from 

Russia and other markets. We can also become the house bank for the Nordic companies’ Russian 

subsidiaries. In Russia, we are a leading international bank with approximately 400 Nordic companies as 

our customers. 

Heinz: Why can you help, when the Swedish banks cannot? 

- Russia is the most important market to Raiffeisen, and we will not leave. We have large and excellent 

compliance teams in place in Vienna and Moscow with long and broad experience.  Compliance is our 

competitive advantage. 

Heinz: Can you help all Nordic companies facing problems due to their Russian business? 

- I cannot promise that. We need a certain size in the business to make our offering work, but we welcome 

all requests. 

Heinz: How can a Nordic company contact with Raiffeisen? 

- They can call me or send an email. As a next step we organize a video conference with the colleagues in 

Vienna and Russia. 

If you have any business enquiries - please do not hesitate to contact Lars Bergström - 

lars.bergstrom@se.rbinternational.com. More information about Raiffesen in Russia can be found on Raiffeisen 

International Webpage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:lars.bergstrom@se.rbinternational.com
https://www.rbinternational.com/en/who-we-are/our-network/international-network/raiffeisen-in-russia.html
https://www.rbinternational.com/en/who-we-are/our-network/international-network/raiffeisen-in-russia.html
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Business meeting arranged by the Swedish Embassy in Moscow 

Thursday September 3, the Swedish Embassy in Moscow invited 

Swedish company representatives to an information meeting. The 

main speakers, besides the ambassador, Ms. Malena Mård, of 

course, were Mr. Chris Weafer, founding partner of Macro-Advisory 

Ltd and the CEO of our Chamber, Mr. Heinz Sjögren. Mr. Weafer 

gave a very thorough update about the macro-economic situation 

in Russia.  

Our CEO presented the Chamber of Commerce for the 67 

participants, whereof several of our member companies were represented. Especially three hot topics were 

highlighted: 

 Problems with payments to and from Russia, caused by some Swedish banks, as well as some Swedish 

banks closing companies’ bank accounts.  

 The new law in Russia, with effect from July 1, re. the marking, labelling and traceability of products.  

 The urgent need for finding exceptions from the current travel restrictions.  

The Chamber continues to follow these issues and push for acceptable/preferable solutions for Swedish 

companies. 

 

 

Information from Ukraine Invest    

        

The aerospace, automotive and pharmaceutical industries of Ukraine are all fast growing and providing immense 

opportunities for foreign business. To read more about the growth opportunities please see the infographics by 

following the links on: Automotive, Aerospace & Pharmaceutical.  

For other commercial proposals from Ukrainian business and investment opportunities in Ukraine, please follow 

the link. 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jnXKZ5USctxARSauR_ACF0BwG98lj5np/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ClWwpyBo4RJi42YKa_zTgge7Z679Rtq_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NWQ3AsyWKqCwgMDE7BZT_QOwqQF8E-09/view?usp=sharing
https://sweden.mfa.gov.ua/en/partnership/torgovelyno-jekonomichne-spivrobitnictvo-en
https://sweden.mfa.gov.ua/en/partnership/torgovelyno-jekonomichne-spivrobitnictvo-en
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UI establishes a knowledge center on Russia and Eastern Europe  

The Government has decided to enter into an agreement with the Swedish Institute of 

International Affairs (UI - Utrikespolitiska Institutet), to establish a knowledge center on 

Russia and Eastern Europe. Please follow the link to read more. We will follow up on this 

topic in coming issues. 

 

 

 

Information from the Embassy of Sweden regarding travel restrictions 

 

Many have been in contact with the Embassy regarding possibilities to return to 

Russia and for Russian citizens to travel to Sweden. Rules can change with short 

notice, but below are links to relevant information at the website of the Swedish 

Embassy and information from the Association of European Businesses that may 

be of help. 

Information for Swedish citizens (in Swedish) on travel to and from Russia can be 

found here.  

Information on rules for Russian citizens who would like to travel to Sweden can be found here. 

For certain categories of business travel, it is possible to obtain permission to enter Russia. This concerns persons 

who are considered as Highly Qualified Specialists (HQS) and foreign citizens participating in the adjustment and 

maintenance of foreign-made equipment. 

Three ways to obtain permission to enter Russia for these categories of staff are: 

 Companies can address a request to their respective profile (sectoral) ministries 

1. Members of the Association of European Businesses (AEB) can apply for support from the organization 

2. When necessary, the Swedish embassy can receive applications from non-member companies and 

forward them to the AEB who will then provide support. 

Detailed information in English with forms and links to the relevant decisions by Russian authorities can be found 

on the Association of European Businesses website, please follow the link.   

 

 

https://www.ui.se/aktuellt/2020/ett-kunskapscentrum-om-ryssland-och-osteuropa-ska-inrattas-vid-ui/
https://www.swedenabroad.se/sv/utlandsmyndigheter/ryssland-moskva/aktuellt/information-om-coronaviruset/
https://www.swedenabroad.se/en/embassies/russia-moscow/information/news/temporary-entry-ban-to-sweden-and-changed-procedures-for-visa-application-due-to-entry-ban/
https://aebrus.ru/en/membership/owp/
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Thesis Award from the Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS and Institute 
for Russian and Eurasian Studies (IRES) 

 

The Chamber and the IRES would like to thank all the applicants for the contributions to our Thesis Award. It has 

been a pleasure reading your works. We are delighted to inform that the Thesis Award has been given to one 

outstanding thesis by the title “Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment in the Former Soviet States”, written by 

Elin Colmsjö and Mahmoud Hajo.  

The thesis investigates which state properties that have influenced the inflow of foreign direct investment in the 

15 former Soviet states between 1995-2016. The country conditions that are examined include institutions and 

policies, political risk, trading patterns, market size (GDP), human capital, and infrastructure in the countries of 

interest. The thesis also discusses the role of natural resources when it comes to attracting direct investment 

from abroad, and also compares the importance of these to a growing service or manufacturing sector. 

The writers’ comment on the topic 

“To us, it was important to work on a topic that we were both socially interested in, 

namely how economic, political and social conditions in the former Soviet states have 

affected the economic interests of foreign actors in the countries. Being able to 

investigate this by applying different models and learning about econometric methods 

along the way was a great experience!” 

About Elin and Mahmoud 

Presently, Elin lives in Copenhagen and has one year left on her master’s program Advanced Economics and 

Finance at Copenhagen Business School (CBS). For the future, she hopes to pursue a doctoral degree in 

macroeconomics with a focus on the interaction between financial and economic systems in emerging 

economies.  Mahmoud is currently working at the Swedish Chamber of Commerce for the UK at the Business 

Services department, helping Swedish business grow and develop on the UK market. During last year, he was 

enrolled in the Master's Programme in Russian and Eurasian Studies at Uppsala University. He has previously 

interned at Business Sweden in Russia, Embassy of Sweden in Moldova and an IR think tank in Georgia. In the 

future, he hopes that he will be able to work with Swedish-Russian trade. 
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Motivation 

The paper – which builds on a solid theoretical as well as empirical basis - deals with an area of central interest 

and importance to the members of the Chamber: foreign direct investment in states of the former Soviet Union. 

The paper analyses and explains the determinants of foreign direct investment in the former Soviet region, 

thereby providing useful information regarding factors to take into account when contemplating investments 

there. For the press release please follow the link. 

 

 

GTR Nordics 2020 - Virtual Edition 

 

Global Trade Review is delighted to announce that GTR Nordics 2020 will this year be taking place as a virtual 

event on November 10-11. 

This exciting new initiative, combining two full days of in-depth agenda content with unrivalled networking via 

GTR’s dedicated virtual event platform, will offer the chance to hear the latest developments from experts on the 

primary challenges and solutions emerging across the trade, supply chain and export finance sectors, as well as 

the opportunity to connect with speakers, sponsors and attendees alike. 

Please join us as we transition to this exciting new model, share key insights and expertise, and reconnect the 

Nordic trade community. To book your tickets, please follow the link.  Use code: EBD10 for 10% early booking 

discount - valid until October 12th. 

Please note that for representatives from companies engaged in export, import, manufacturing and production of 

physical goods participation is free of charge. Our Chamber has been a partner of this conference the last years, 

and we can assure that this is an excellent event for new contacts and updates about the latest in trade and 

financing. Don’t miss the opportunity!  

 

 

https://ires.uu.se/om-oss-/nyheter/?tarContentId=891242
https://www.gtreview.com/events/virtual/gtr-nordics-2020/?utm_source=Exporta+Publishing+%26+Events+Ltd&utm_campaign=db94e0e563-gtr+nordics+2020+virtual+save+the+date&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e99358e7b-db94e0e563-33024761#tab_book
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Become a member – in our Chamber!  

 

The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS was founded 52 years ago. The 

aim is (still) today to promote trade and business cooperation between Sweden and 

the 12 countries in former USSR (except for the 3 Baltic countries) that in 1991 

became independent.  

We do that through a variety of activities and services: 

 Advisory  

 Business proposals 

 Networking 

 Information – for instance 10 Newsletters/year 

 Lobbying  

 Company promotion 

 Offers and discounts 

 Seminars & Conferences 

 
The events are our own arrangements or in cooperation with other organizations. We are also in regular contacts 

with the foreign embassies in Sweden, as well as Swedish embassies in the region, we inform about business 

delegations, we transfer visit requests, we follow problem areas and hot issues.  

We are fully owned by the members – today close to 70 companies, primarily Swedish. We do not have any 

external financing or contribution. All our activity is financed by the annual fee (membership + tax-deductable 

service fee) and through quite a lot of volunteer work.  

In order to be able to represent more industries, and a larger part of Swedish business interest towards the 

region, we gladly welcome more members. The more members we have in our Chamber, the more weight is 

behind our demands and requests towards authorities in both Sweden and abroad. If this can be of interest to 

you – please contact us! If you join now, the reminder of this year is, of course, free of charge! Most welcome! 

Calendar 

September 22nd  SSE Russia Webinar with Alexander Bard 

October 8th   Sweden – Russia football (men) (Friends Arena, Stockholm, Sweden 

November 10th - 11th  GTR Nordics 2020 (Virtual Event) 
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ECONOMY & POLITICS 

Russia  
Russia cancels tax treaty with Cyprus 
Russia will pull out of a double taxation treaty 

with Cyprus after Cypriot officials refused to agree 

to Moscow’s demands over a new business tax 

regime, according to Finance Ministry of RF. The 

Ministry said Cyprus did not agree with Russia’s 

plans to impose a new 15% tax on dividend 

payments which flow from Russian businesses to 

parent companies in Cyprus.  

(Themoscowtimes.com, 04.09) 

Pressure on Merkel to freeze North 

Stream 2 
Political pressure is increasing on the German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel to freeze or cancel the 

Russian-German North Stream 2 pipeline project. 

The reason is a new report by a German military 

laboratory saying that the Russian opposition 

leader, Alexei Navalny, was poisoned by the nerve 

agent Novichok. (Bloomberg.com, 03.09) 

Economy contracts in 2Q by 8.5% 
The Russian economy shrinks by 8.5% in Q2, due 

to the coronavirus pandemic and related 

lockdowns, as well as the drop in the oil price, 

according to Rosstat. However, the economic 

contraction was smaller than expected by the 

Government. In FY-2020, the Russian economy is 

likely to shrink by 4.5-5.5%.  In the first quarter of 

2020, the economy grew by 1.6%. (Reuters.com, 

11.08) 

Start of Russian-Chinese financial 

alliance? 
Russia and China are partnering to reduce their 

dependence on the dollar. In the first quarter of 

2020, the dollar’s share of trade between Russia 

and China fell below 50% for the first time, 

according to the Central Bank of Russia. Alexey 

Maslov, director at the Russian Academy of 

Sciences, argues that the Russian-Chinese 

currency cooperation could lead to a “financial 

alliance” between the countries. (FT.com, 17.08) 

 

Fitch maintains Russia’s credit rating 
Fitch Ratings has maintained Russia’s investment 

grade level at ”BBB” with a stable outlook. 

According to the rating agency, Russia has a solid 

balance sheet supported by a solid sovereign net 

foreign asset position and low government 

debt. (RT.com, 08.08) 

Russia postpones economic goals 
Russia has postponed its target of becoming one of 

the world’s five largest economies, which was set 

out by President Putin in 2018. Putin also delayed 

a number of other goals to 2030 from the original 

2024 deadline, including halving Russia’s poverty 

rate and boosting life expectancy to 78. Measured 

in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) Russia 

was the sixth largest economy in the world in 

2019, and in nominal terms – Russia ranks 11th 

according to the World Bank. 

(Themoscowtimes.com, 21.07) 

Belarus  
Political turmoil in Belarus 
Belarus has been gripped by mass protests since 

the 9 August election, widely believed to have 

been rigged. However, President Lukashenko, who 

has been in power for 26 years, has said he has no 

intention of stepping down and denies electoral 

fraud. (Bbc.com, 30.08) 

Belarus runs into liquidity problem? 
Belarus’ currency reserves fell by USD 1.4bln to 

USD 7.46bln as of September 1, down some 16% 

from USD 8.8bln just before the current protests 

began in early August. Later this year, Belarus also 

has USD 3bln of debt obligations to meet. 

(Intellinews.com, 07.09) 

Belarus' GDP down 1.6%, YTD 
In the period January-July 2020, Belarus' GDP 

contacted by 1.6%, year-on-year, according to the 

National Statistics Committee.  At the same time, the 

Central Bank expects the annual inflation to stay at 5-

5.3% till the end of the year. (Intellinews.com, 18.08) 
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Ukraine  

Central bank keeps lending rate at 6% 
Ukraine's central bank keeps the prime lending 

rate at 6%, which was in accordance with market 

expectations. The central bank has gradually 

reduced borrowing rates from 18% in April 2019 

to the historical low of 6% in June, following a 

decline in inflation from 9.2% in January 2019 to 

2.4 % in June and July, 2020. (Reuters, 02.09) 

Remittance – the second largest source 

of national income 
Remittances of Ukraine's labour migrants were 

down 4% in the first half of 2020. In the month of 

June, the amount of remittance amounted to USD 

856mln, reports the National Bank of Ukraine. 

After food exports, labor remittances are the 

second largest source of income for Ukraine. 

(Open4business.com.ua, 04.08) 

China is Ukraine’s top trading partner 
In first half of 2020, Ukraine's top trading partner 

is China with USD 6.6bln in bilateral trade 

according to the State Statistics Service. China, 

Russia and Poland are Ukraine's main export 

destinations. Ukraine's top sources of imports are 

China, Germany and Russia. (Interfax.com.ua, 

10.08) 

The economy drops by 11% in 2Q 
Ukraine's economy shrank by 11% y-o-y during 

the second quarter. The National Bank of Ukraine 

estimates that during the current quarter, the 

economy is performing 7.4% below last summer. 

The central bank has forecasted that the fourth 

quarter drop will be 3.8%, making for a 6% drop 

in FY-2020. (Interfax.com.ua, 14.08) 

Economic forecast for 2021 
Ukraine's economy will bounce back next year, by 

a growth rate of 4.6% in 2021, according to the 

Government's official macroeconomic forecast. 

(Reuters.com, 29.07) 

 

 

 

Azerbaijan 

Fitch affirms Azerbaijans credit rating 
Fitch Ratings has affirmed Azerbaijan's Long-

Term Foreign-Currency Issuer Default Rating 

(IDR) at 'BB+' with a Negative Outlook. The 

Negative Outlook reflects the impact of the 

combined shock from lower oil prices and the 

COVID-19 pandemic, and the risk of a disruptive 

macroeconomic adjustment. (Fitchratings.com, 

17.07) 

Hostilities escalate between 

Azerbaijan-Armenia 
The long lasting territorial dispute between 

Azerbaijan and Armenia over the Nagorno-

Karabakh has erupted anew after 20 people died 

in fighting on the border between the countries.  It 

was not immediately clear what caused the 

violence, which both countries accused each other 

of starting. In 2016, fighting caused more than 100 

deaths.  (Ft.com, 19.07) 

Kazakhstan 

Kazakhstan’s economy will contract in 

this year 
The Kazakhstan Government has taken several 

measures to soften the economic consequences of 

the coronavirus, according to the Eurasian 

Development Bank. In April-May, the government 

introduced an anti-crisis package of measures 

worth KZT 5.9tln, which accounts for about 8.7% 

of the GDP. Still, the EDB predicts that the FY-2020 

GDP will contract by 2-3%.  (Menafn.com, 25.08) 

On foreign direct investments 
In first quarter of 2020, Kazakhstan received 

positive net foreign direct investments (FDI), in 

the amount of USD 2.5bln, or around 8% of GDP. 

However, the inflow came at a slightly slower pace 

compared to the same quarter of last year, and it 

was mainly driven by retained earnings in the 

mining sector. (Astanatimes.com, 23.07) 
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BUSINESS & FINANCE 

Russia  
Italians to invest in Tatarstan  
The Italian company HVM is ready to invest RUB 

650mln (USD ¨9mln) in a new facility to produce 

tanks for trucks running on liquefied gas. The 

plant will be located in an industrial zone of the 

city of Nizhnekamsk, Tatarstan. (Rt-online.ru, 

07.08) 

Chinese to produce car engines in Tula 
The automaker Haval, owned by China’s Great 

Wall Motors, will build an engine production site 

and a research center in the Uzlovsky district of 

the Tula region. The investment amounts to RUB 

3.5bln (USD 46mln). (sputnik.ru, 11.08) 

Ericsson supports Tele2 upgrading 
Ericsson has supported Tele2 in upgrading the 

operator’s infrastructure with 25,000 5G-ready 

base stations across Russia in just 18 months. The 

update covers all 27 regions of Russia, and will 

increase capacity and enhanced network 

performance by a factor of 1.7, says Tele2. 

(Evertiq.com, 27.08) 

Norwegians invest in pig-breeding 
The Norwegian company, Russian Baltic Pork 

Invest, will construct two new pig-breeding 

complexes in the Nizhny Novgorod region. The 

complexes are each designed for 180,000 pigs. 

The total amount of investments is RUB 10bln 

(USD 132mln) Both sites will start operating in 

2021. (Banknn.ru, 08.07) 

IKEA furniture to be produced in Pskov 
A Chinese company, Xin’an is putting up a 

manufacturing line for IKEA furniture in the Pskov 

region. Now specialists from IKEA are monitoring 

the construction work. The total project 

investment amounts to RUB 750mln (USD 

¨10mln). (Gtrkpskov.ru, 02.09) 

 

 

 

 

Spotify enters Russia 
Russia’s mobile operator MTS has entered a 

partnership with Spotify, music streaming 

subscription service that entered the Russian 

market in July. Spotify’s entrance has been a long 

time coming. The company had previously 

planned to enter Russia in 2015 but cancelled “for 

the foreseeable future because of the economic 

crisis, political situation and new internet laws,” 

the company said at the time. (intellinews.com, 

12.08) 

Huawei channel investments to Russia 
Huawei says that after the United States deemed 

the company as a security threat they are instead 

increasing their Russian investments, e.g. 

expanding the team of Russian scientists. In 

addition, Huawei is actively involved in 

developing Russia’s 5G infrastructures. 

(.themoscowtimes.com, 01.09) 

Decathlon builds hypermarket in Sochi 
Decathlon, the French sporting goods chain will 

expand its Russian market presence by building 

its first store in Sochi. The total area of the 

hypermarket will amount to 3,000 sq.m. As of 3Q 

of 2020, the Decathlon operates 19 hypermarkets 

in Moscow, as well as 38 in the largest cities of 

Russia. (Malls.ru, 20.07) 

P&G opens largest logistics centre 
Procter & Gamble has now completed the 

construction of a logistics center in the Tula 

Region, which has become the largest in Europe. 

The total investment in the project has reached 

RUB 2.5bln (USD 33mln). The building has the 

latest systems for maintaining temperature and 

humidity, energy-efficient lighting and high-

quality thermal insulation. (New-retail.ru, 30.07) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/06/06/russias-mts-signs-5g-deal-with-chinese-telecom-giant-huawei-reports-say-a65909
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JYSY expands in Moscow 
JYSK, the Danish household goods retailer, entered 

the Russian market in the month of June. Now 

they have opened two more shops in the Moscow 

region. In addition, the company intends to open 

three more stores by the end of the year. The aim 

is to open 100 shops in the Moscow region, JYSK 

says. (Mymsk.online, 16.07) 

Chinese vehicles production in Ryazan 
The commercial vehicle manufacturers, JAC 

Motors and HELI, both from China, intend to 

invest about RUB 4bln in the construction of a new 

plant, which will produce and service materials 

handling equipment and light trucks. The first 

stage of construction is estimated at RUB 1bln 

(USD 13mln). The commissioning of the new plant 

is expected in 2025, and will be located in the 

Ryazan Region. (Bgl.ru, 21.08) 

Belarus 

Bulgarians buy Brestskoye Pivo 

brewery 
The Bulgarian company, Multigroup Trade, has 

acquired a 90% stake in the Brestskoye Pivo 

brewery, at a price of BYN 6.6 mln. In addition, the 

new owner is set to invest at least BYN 25mln in 

upgrading of the enterprise. The seller of the 

shares was the Brest Oblast Executive Committee 

(Belta.by, 01.09) 

EBRD's investments in Belarus 

increases in 1H 2020 
In H1 2020 EBRD increased investments in the 

Belarusian economy by more than two times up to 

EUR 160mln (EUR 67mln). The increased funding 

reflects the needs as the economy is dealing with 

the consequences of the coronavirus. (Belta.by, 

22.07) 

 

 

Ukraine 

Sweden’s Embracer Group acquires 

gaming studio 
The Swedish company Embracer Group acquires a 

100% stake in the well-known Ukrainian studio 

4A Games. The deal amounted to USD 36mln.  

(Ukrrudprom.com, 13.08) 

H&M opens new store in Kyiv 
The Swedish fashion company H&M continues 

expanding in Ukraine. In August, H&M opened a 

second shop in Kyiv.  (womanEL.com, 21.07) 

IKEA to open first store by late 2020 
IKEA's first physical store in Ukraine is to be open in 

Kyiv's Blockbuster Mall by the end of this year. 

Earlier this year, IKEA started operating an online 

store that proved so successful that the company 

struggled to keep up with orders. Now IKEA intends 

to offer 40% more products than previously said - in 

the physical store. (Biz.liga.net, 03.08) 

US-company builds waste recycling 

plant 
A US-based company plans to build a waste 

recycling plant in the Mykolaiv region, according 

to the regional authorities. The amount of 

investment is estimated at USD 250mln. However, 

the regional authorities did not disclose the 

company name, but said it is ready to start 

investing. (Delo.ua, 05.08) 

Investments in data centre and 

hydrogen plant 
Two European Private Equity investors (H2 and 

Yom Capital) plan to invest up to USD 1 billion in 

Zaporizhia to build one of Europe's largest data 

centers and a hydrogen production plant.  

(Interfax.com.ua, 20.08) 
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Ukraine’s first hybrid renewable 

energy park 
River Wind Ukraine plans to build wind and solar 

power plants with a total capacity of 4 GW, in the 

Dnipropetrovsk region. It is Ukraine's 'first hybrid 

renewable energy park'. Approximately 10% of 

the reservoir's 2,155 square km is covered by 

solar panels and placed among 155 to 172 wind 

mills. The project is partly financed by German 

investors. (Ecotown.com.ua, 13.08) 

Norwegians invest in energy projects 
Norway's NBT plans to invest more than EUR 

1.6bln in Ukraine in this year, according to Joar 

Viken, the company CEO. NBT is investing EUR 1.2 

billion to build Zophia, an 800 MW wind farm in 

southern Zaporizhia. The company also plans to 

invest EUR 140mln to upgrade local power 

systems. In addition, NBT is spending EUR 300mln 

to build a 200 MW hydrogen production plant also 

in Zaporizhia. (ukrinform.net, 07.08) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uzbekistan 

South Koreans invest in cement plant 
South Korean industrial holding, Caris Co. LTD, in 

partnership with the Uzbek Association of 

Manufacturers of Building Materials 

"Uzpromstroymaterialy", will build a cement plant 

with a production capacity of 1.5 million tons. The 

Cement plant will be located in Autonomous 

Republic of Karakalpakstan, and the project 

investment is estimated at USD 350mln. Caris Co 

will have an 80% stake in the enterprise. 

(Cmpro.ru, 19.08) 

Malaysians invest in chemical 

production 
The Malasya-based company, Serba Dinamik 

International, will build a chemical plant on the 

territory of the Khazarasp free economic zone. 

The plant will produce caustic soda and liquid 

chlorine. The total investment in the project is 

estimated at USD 250mln. (Bbgl.ru, 24.08) 
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Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS 
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS is an information, contact and service organisation. The mission 
of the Chamber is to promote trade between Sweden - Russia and the CIS, as well as to work as a forum for new ideas 
and exchanging of experiences. 
To order subscription of this newsletter, please contact Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS. See contact 
information below. 

 

 
 
 
                
 
 

Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS 
Contacts 
Secretariat contacts: 
Regina Guvenius 

Tel: (+46)-70-4501945 
info@swedishrussian.com 
www.swedishrussian.com 

 
 
 

              
 
 

About Newsletter Content 
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS newsletter is 
produced by iBIC Russia Ltd, a business information and PR 
company.  
The newsletter contains information from selected media sources.  
iBIC does not take responsibility for incorrect information 
originated in the source material. 
www.ibic.se 
info@ibic.se 
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